
 

July 8, 2022 
 
Attorney General John Formella 
Attorney K. Allen Brooks 
New Hampshire Department of Justice 
33 Capitol Street 
Concord, NH 03301 
 
Re: Historical Use of Pure PFOA Products before 2001, Saint Gobain Performance 
Plastics, Merrimack, NH 
 
Dear Attorney General Formella and Attorney Brooks, 
 
We are writing today to express concerns relating to Saint Gobain Performance Plastics 
(SGPP) in Merrimack, NH. We agree with assertions made by the New Hampshire 
Department of Environmental Services (NHDES) that SGPP’s impacts “extends miles 
beyond the pre-GMZ boundary.”1 Facts presented during litigation in New Hampshire, 
Vermont, and New York, regarding the historical use of pure-perfluorooctanoic 
acid (PFOA) 3M products, suggest that SGPP may have misled the NHDES either 
intentional or not, regarding the historical quantities of ammonium perfluorooctanoate 
(AFPO) or PFOA consumed at the Merrimack, NH facility. These omissions are likely to 
have led to modeling efforts that substantially underestimated the extent of SGPP’s 
pollution. 
 
As you know, in 2018 the state of New Hampshire entered into a Consent Decree with 
SGPP which established a preliminary zone of pollution (pre-GMZ) and an “Outer 
Boundary” to which the parties agreed the PFOA pollution in several southern NH towns 
is presumptively attributable to SGPP’s industrial emissions (Attachment A, Exhibit C). 
As you are aware, plans are underway for Saint Gobain to submit a final groundwater 
management plan by August 26, 2022. 
 
The NHDES has publicly stated that the limit of the Outer Boundary in Exhibit C 
(Attachment A) does not fully describe the extent of impacts presumptively attributable 
to SGPP’s emissions which polluted the subsurface, drinking water, and groundwater 
with per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) chemicals. "To date, NHDES has 
identified approximately 650 properties outside of the CD boundary that is over the 
standard and is located within inferred areas of impact from Saint-Gobain’s releases" 
(Attachment B).  
 
According to NHDES comments made to the statutory HB 737 Commission on June 10, 
2022 (Mike Wimsatt, https://youtu.be/Ef88_y1t50A), the Department plans to use funds 
allocated by the Drinking Water and Groundwater Trust Fund to provide reparation for 

 
1 New Hampshire DES letter to Christopher S. Angier, Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics. April 28, 2022. 
Supplemental Site Investigation Report, prepared by Golder Associates, Inc. (Golder) dated October 14, 
2020. 
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homeowners located outside the Outer Boundary whose wells were contaminated by 
SGPP. 
 
In this letter, we provide a summary of new information uncovered in connection with 
litigation against Saint Gobain in other states, previously unknown, which may explain 
the inconsistency between the extent of the modeled Outer Boundary, pre-GMZ, and 
the known expanded extent of impacts. 
 
Summary of New Information 

1. In correspondence dated May 6, 2016 (Attachment C), SGPP claimed that AFPO 
“was not a raw material used by SGPP at the Merrimack facility at any point in 
time.” However, comments in the public record suggest the existence of 
documents in SGPP’s possession reflecting considerable use of pure PFOA 3M 
surfactants before 2001 (Attachment D). These 3M products include, but may not 
be limited to, FC143 (or Fluorad 100% PFOA), FC118 (20% PFOA), and FC1015 
(30% PFOA) on top of the PTFE dispersion (2% PFOA).  

2. It was customary to include the aforementioned surfactants in dispersion mixes 
to aid in the manufacturing process before 2001. Omitting from consideration the 
FC-143 (Fluorad) and other high PFOA-content 3M products from formulations 
underestimates PFOA consumption by more than 100% in at least one mixture 
(page 11 of Attachment E). 

3. According to court documents, since at least March of 2020, the quantities of 
Fluorad used historically at the Merrimack facility [has been] known to [SGPP] in 
“granular detail” (Attachment D, Brown v. Saint Gobain, Case 1:16-cv-00242-Jl, 
Document 287, filed 9/19/2021). The information was gained through an 
“examination of historical documents of 3M sales” to Merrimack and other SGPP 
facilities. Internal company research “uncovered the fact that Saint Gobain 
historically purchased and used “hundreds if not thousands of pounds of 3M 
Fluorad” across Merrimack and two other facilities (Attachment D, Brown v. Saint 
Gobain, Case 1:16-cv-00242-Jl, Document 287, filed 9/19/2021). 

4. The Preliminary Air, Soil, and Water Modeling Technical Memorandum: 
Merrimack, New Hampshire (Barr Engineering, June 2017 [the Barr Report]) 
which served as the basis for locating the pre-GMZ and Outer Boundary, did not 
include the historical use of pure PFOA and high-content PFOA in 3M products 
consumed as surfactant additives in addition to the PTFE dispersions before 
2001. For example, the Barr report stated, “Emission estimates for 1986 – 2003 
were assumed to be equal to their respective 2004 emission rates starting in the 
year that the tower was installed.1 The methodology is fundamentally flawed 
because it does not account for “hundreds if not thousands of pounds of Fluorad” 
consumed by SGPP at the Merrimack facility (Attachment D) on top of the 
assumed dispersion usage (only 2% PFOA) thereby significantly underestimating 
the PFOA deposition at the ground surface.  

5. The Material Safety Data Sheet for FC-143 (Attachment F) indicates it 
sublimates, or changes directly from a solid phase to a gas phase, at 178 
degrees Celsius or 352 degrees Fahrenheit. Based on this, it is likely that a 
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significant portion of the PFOA left the plant, untreated, through exhaust 
systems. This new information may significantly impact the site conceptual model 
and the extent of contamination of air, wastewater, or groundwater emissions.  

6. The higher content of PFOA used as additives to dispersions in formulations is 
likely to have had a significant impact on the mobility of the contaminants in 
vapor and the subsurface. PFOA has a very low soil adsorption coefficient (Koc = 
0.17) which could have significant impact on groundwater flow migration 
simulations and impact the site conceptual model. 

7. Although SGPP and 3M have “phased out” PFOA and perfluorooctanesulfonic 
acid (PFOS), both were detected in April 2022 rainwater samples. PFOA and 
PFOS were also detected in RTO effluent stack samples, along with 17 other 
PFAS chemicals, collected in September 2021. PFOA was detected in the 
formulation (raw material) samples collected from QX1 and the 20” coater (see 
Attachment G).2  

Request for State 

The information herein provides the State with a roadmap and sound legal basis to hold 
SGPP fully accountable for their pollution, including beyond the current Outer Boundary. 
Significant additional historic use of high-PFOA content products prior to 2001 would 
considerably expand the modeled extent of SGPP’s emissions. We believe that these 
omissions constitute grounds for re-drawing the “Outer Boundary” and the preliminary 
groundwater management zone (pre-GMZ) designated in Exhibit C of the 2018 Consent 
Decree (Attachment A) between the State and SGPP. This information was unknown to 
the State when the Consent Decree was signed in 2018 either through intentional or 
unintentional acts on behalf of SGPP.  
 
Paragraph 27 of the Consent Decree (Attachment A) states that the final GMZ “may be 
revised as additional information becomes available…” and in [paragraph 32(f), 
Attachment A)] the State reserved “criminal liability arising…[from] information unknown 
to the State on the effective date” or “civil penalty liability arising….that were unknown to 
the state on the effective date of the Consent Decree” [paragraph 32(g), Attachment A].  
 
We respectfully request that the Attorney General’s office investigate whether SGPP 
has, and continues to, mislead the State regarding the full extent of historic usage of 
PFOA at its Merrimack NH facility and specifically request the following: 

1. Investigate whether SGPP has and/or continues to withhold any relevant 
documents regarding 3M surfactants, including FC-143, FC-1015, and FC-118 
including documents obtained from 3M in class action litigation as well as 
“granular” internal data compilations calculating 3M-related PFOA product usage 
prior to 2001 (Attachment D).  

 
2 Barr Engineering, 2022. Results of the September 7-10, 2021, Regenerative Thermal Oxidizer 
Compliance Tests at Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics in Merrimack, New Hampshire. Prepared for 
Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics, Merrimack New Hampshire. March 2022. 
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2. Utilize documented expanded historical use of high-PFOA content materials prior 
to revising the Outer Boundary and defining the final groundwater management 
zone (GMZ). 

3. Investigate SGPP’s current use of “phased out” legacy PFAS compounds. 
4. Hold SGPP accountable for the full extent of their pollution and recover public 

funds used temporarily to address pollution caused by SGPP. We assert that the 
State has an obligation to protect taxpayer funds by holding SGPP accountable 
for the full extent of their pollution. While we understand the need to provide an 
expedient temporary remedy, we assert that it is inappropriate to use public 
funds to address SGPP’s pollution which is tantamount to corporate welfare. The 
public funds should be reserved for issues where there is no malfeasance 
responsible for the source of the pollution such as addressing uranium and 
arsenic in drinking water.  

5. Investigate whether PFAS currently in use is sublimating and escaping the 
thermal oxidizer (RTO) through ventilation systems or some other pathway. 

 
We hope that you will investigate these issues prior to defining the scope of the final 
GMZ or other activities that limit SGPP’s responsibility.  
 
We would be happy to discuss these issues further with you at your convenience. 
 
Thank you for your consideration, 
 
Hon. Mindi Messmer, PG 
Rep. David Meuse 
Rep. Rosemarie Rung 
Rep. Jeff Salloway 
Rep. Gary Woods 
Dr. Linda Birnbaum 
 
Cc: Robert Scott, NHDES 
 Mike Wimsatt, NHDES 
 Cathy Beahm, NHDES 
 Senator Chuck Morse, NHDWG Trust Fund 
 Senator Tom Sherman, NHDWG Trust Fund 
 NH DWG Trust Fund 
 HB 737 Statutory Commission 
 Merrimack Town Council 
 Merrimack Valley District Water Commission 
 Town of Bedford Selectboard 
 Town of Londonderry Selectboard 
 Town of Hudson Selectboard 
 Town of Litchfield Selectboard 
 

 



Attachment A. 
Relevant Portions of 2018 Consent Decree















Attachment B. 
May 13, 2022, HB737 Commission NHDES Update 

 
 



5-13-2022 HB 737 Commission Meeting 
 
NHDES Update 

 
NHDES Activity 
 

 
• On April 18, NHDES announced that an agreement was reached with SG for the provision of 

alternate water for homes located within the 2018 Consent Decree. Remedies for 353 
properties were listed in the agreement that included: 

• Bedford, south of County Road and east of Liberty Hill Road: 
• Water line connections to 15 properties 
• Point-of-entry treatment (POET) systems for 181 properties 

• Litchfield, Hillcrest Road Area: 
• Water line connections to 77 properties 

• Merrimack, Wildcat Falls Area and Brenda Lane: 
• Water line connections to 32 properties 

• Other Areas in Bedford, Merrimack, Litchfield, and Londonderry: 
• Water line connections to 48 properties 

• On April 28, NHDES issued a comment letter on the Supplemental Site Investigation Report. This 
letter requested that SG submit an application in 120 days for a Groundwater Management 
Permit that establishes a Groundwater Management Zone that contains contaminated 
groundwater within the CD Outer Boundary and requests submittal of a Remedial Action Plan 
for the facility and adjacent properties within 120 days of receipt of analytical data from 
upcoming stormwater sampling. 

• On April 29, NHDES received a proposal from SG to remedy 600+/- properties that were not 
specifically listed in the Agreement; this is currently under review. 

• On May 4, NHDES issued a comment letter pertaining to Addendum 14 that required SG to 
include all properties within the ‘buffered areas’  around other potential contamination sources 
for sampling, as well as all remaining properties within the CD Outer Boundary, in the next 
Addendum due by June 3rd.  

• On the evening of Wednesday, May 4, NHDES held a virtual public meeting to discuss the 
agreement.  The meeting included a brief review of site history, a summary of the provisions of 
the agreement, and an approx. 2.5 hour Q & A period.  There were approximately 200 
participants. 

 
Water Supply Well Sampling 
 
• SGPP presented a Work Plan for Residential Well Sampling and Fourteen Addenda to the 

sampling Plan relative to the 2019 AGQS.  
 
Currently, Golder is retesting wells with PFOA results between 10 and 12 ng/L.  
 

• As of 4/19/22: 
o  3,691 properties identified for sampling (same as April report) 
o  3,591 access agreements sent (Return Rate ~ 68%) (same as April report) 
o  2,221 samples collected from water supply wells (29 more than April report) 



o  975 properties offered bottled water (11 more than April report) 
 

 
 
Site Investigation 
 
• Saint-Gobain’s consultant will be conducting post-RTO stormwater sampling, timing dependent 

on rain events and safety concerns working around Merrimack River.  
• Remedial Action Plan due to NHDES 120 days after SG’s consultant receives analytical results 

from the stormwater sampling 
 
 
Air Division Update 
 
To be presented by Cathy Beahm, Administrator in Air Resources Division (written notes to be 
provided separately by Ms. Beahm) 
 
 
Question during the meeting: 
 
During the meeting, Commission member Mindi Messmer asked how many wells located outside of 
the CD area have been tested and found to have PFAS above standards.  M. Wimsatt indicated that 
he would check and provide this number in his written update.  To date, NHDES has identified 
approximately 650 properties outside of the CD boundary that are over the standard and are 
located within inferred areas of impact from Saint-Gobain’s releases. 
 
During the meeting, Commission member Chris Bandazian inquired about the availability of slide 
presentations from the April 5-6, 2022 NEWMOA PFAS Science Conference on NEWMOA’s website.  
M. Wimsatt indicated that most of the presentations are available on the website, but that it takes a 
few clicks to get to them.  M. Wimsatt stated that he would provide instructions for finding the 
presentations in his written update.  Here they are: 
 
1) Go to newmoa.org 
2) Under “What’s New?” click on “Science of PFAS Conference” 
3) In the yellow banner, click on “Agenda” 
4) This displays the agenda for the conference.  Scroll down to find the session/topic that you are 

interested in, and click on the session title, e.g. “Air Emission Impacts to Soil, Surface Water, & 
Groundwater” 

5) This displays that session’s agenda with the headings “Description,” “Speakers,” and 
“Documents” 

6) Under “Documents,” click on the presentation of interest, e.g., “Evaluating Sources, Fate, and 
Transport in an Area of Regional PFAS Contamination in Southern New Hampshire” 

7) The slide presentation will be displayed.  To view a new presentation, close the current one, and 
use the back arrow to back out to the conference agenda, repeat. 

 



Attachment C. 
May 6, 2016, Letter from Archer & Greinier to John M. Regan, NHDES



















Attachment D. 
Brown v. Saint Gobain Pleadings 

 
 

  



























































































Attachment E. 
3M Facsimile with Mixing Instructions 
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Facsimile Cover Sheet 
To: 

Company: 
Phone: 

Fax: 

From: 

Carol 

518 -658 -3204 

Jean Ackerman 
Company: 3M Company 

Phone: 612- 733 -1711 (8004104496) 
Fax: 800 -810 -8514 (737 -1529) 

Date: 1 -3 -97 
Pages including this 

cover page: 8 
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MATERIAL SAFETY 3M DATA SHEET 3M Center 
St. Paul, Minnesota 
55144 -1000 
(612) 733 -1110 

Copyright, 1996, Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company. All rights reserved. Copying and /or downloading of this information for the purpose of properly utilizing 3M products is allowed provided that: 1) the information is copied in full with no changes unless prior agreement is obtained from 3M, and 2) neither the copy nor the original is resold or otherwise distributed with the. intention of earning a profit thereon. 
DIVISION: SPECIALTY CHEMICALS DIVISION TRADE NAME: 
FC -118 FLUORAD Brand Fluorochemical Surfactant ID NUMBER/U.P.C.: 
98 -0211- 4832 -9 00- 51135- 02697 -7 98- 0211- 4885 -7 00- 51135- 02745 -5 98- 0211 -8012-4 00- 51135- 10863 -5 98- 0211 -8083 -5 00- 51135 -10918 -2 
98- 0211 -8858 -0 00- 51135 -10971 -7 ISSUED: August 23, 1996 

SUPERSEDES: May 20, 1996 
DOCUMENT: 10- 4221 -7 

1. INGREDIENT 
C.A.S. NO. PERCENT 

WATER 
7732 -18 -5 

80 
AMMONIUM PERFLUOROOCTANOATE 

3825 -26 -1 18 - 21 
AMMONIUM PERFLUOROHEPTANOATE 6130 -43 -4 0.1 - 1.0 
AMMONIUM PERFLUOROHEXANOATE 

21615 -47 -4 0 - 0.1 
AMMONIUM PERFLUOROPENTANOATE 

68259 -11 -0 0.1 - 1.0 
j 2. PHYSICAL DATA 

pSOILING POINT 
100 C 
(Typical) (VAPOR PRESSURE: 

18 mmHg 
Calc @ 20C VAPOR DENSITY 
0.62 Air-1 I 

Calc @ 20C EVAPORATION RATE. < 1.0 BuOAc-1 'SOLUBILITY IN WATER. 
complete SPECIFIC GRAVITY' 
1.12 Water =1 (PERCENT VOLATILE. 
80 % PH* 
ca, 5 VISCOSITY 
N/D LTING POINT 
N/A 

S,bbreviations: N/D - Not Determined N/A - Not Applicable 
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August 23, 1946 

2. PHYSICAL DATA (continued) 

APPEARANCE AND ODOR: 
Light colored liquid: slight odor. 

3. FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA 

FLASH POUT' 
> 100 C Setaflash FLAMMABLE LIMITS - LEL N/A FLAMMABLE LIMITS - DEL' N/A AUTOIGNITION TEMPERATURE' N/A 

EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: 
Water, Carbon dioxide, Dry chemical, Foam 

SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES: Wear full protective clothing, including helmet, self -contained, 
positive pressure or pressure demand breathing apparatus, bunker coat 
and pants, bands around arms, waist and lags, face mask, and 
protective covering for exposed areas of the head. UNUSUAL FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS: See Hazardous Decomposition section for products of combustion. 

4. REACTIVITY DATA 

STABILITY: Stable 

INCOMPATIBILITY - MATERIALS /CONDITIONS TO AVOID: 
Not Applicable 

HAZARDOUS 
POLYMERIZATION: Hazardous polymerization will not occur. HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS: Carbon Monoxide and Carbon Dioxide, Oxides of Nitrogen, Hydrogen 

Fluoride, Ammonia. 

S. ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

SPILL RESPONSE: 
Refer to other sections of this MSDS for information regarding 
physical and health hazards, respiratory protection, 

ventilation, and 

personal protective equipment. In the U.S.A., call (612) 733 -1110 or 

j (612) 733 -6100 for 24 -hour spill assistance. Contain spill. Cover 

with absorbent material. Collect spilled material. Abbreviations: N/D - Not Determined N/A - Not Applicable 
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5. ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION (continued) 

For spills to ground: collect contaminated soil. Pump contaminated water from puddles or stagnant storm sewers. Place collected waste in approved containers,, and seal. For spills to ground or surface water: Notify appropriate authorities. Contact 3M to evaluate further needs. 

RECOMMENDED DISPOSAL: 
Incinerate in an industrial or commercial facility in the presence of a combustible material. Combustion products will include HF. 
Pass contaminated water through anion exchange resin. If necessary, contact 3M for assistance. 

ENVIRONMENTAL DATA: 
Data for product solids: Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD): Nil (.000700g /g). Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD2O): Nil; 96 -Hr. LC50, Bluegill Sunfish (Lepomis macrochirus): 569 mg/L; 96 -Hr. LC50, Fathead Minnow(Pimephales promelas): 766 mg/L; 48 -Hr EC50, Daphnia magna: 632 mg/L; 14 -Day EC50 (cell dry weight), Green Algae (Selenastrum capricornutum) 73 mg /L. Soil Adsorption Coefficient (Koc); 17, indicates very high mobility. (Study used a sandy loam soil). 

REGULATORY INFORMATION: 
Volatile Organic Compounds: N /A. VOC Less H2O & Exempt Solvents: N /A. 
Since regulations vary, consult applicable regulations or authorities before disposal. U.S. EPA Hazardous Waste Number = None (Not U.S. EPA Hazardous). 

The components of this product are in compliance with the chemical registration requirements of TSCA, EINECS, CDSL and AICS. 
EPCRA HAZARD CLASS: 
FIRE HAZARD: No PRESSURE: No REACTIVITY: No ACUTE: Yes CHRONIC: Yes 

6. SUGGESTED FIRST AID 

EYE CONTACT: 
Immediately flush eyes with large amounts of water for at least 15 minutes. Get immediate medical attention, 

SKIN CONTACT: 
Immmedìately wash skin with soap and large amounts of water. Remove contaminated clothing. If signs /symptoms occur, call a physician. Wash contaminated clothing before reuse and dispose of contaminated shoes. 

Abbreviations: N/0 - Not Determined N/A - Not Applicable 
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6. SUGGESTED FIRST AID (continued) 

INHALATION: 
It signs /symptoms occur, remove person to fresh air. It signs /symptoms continue, call a physician. 

IF SWALLOWED: 
¡ Do not induce vomiting. Drink two glasses of water. Call a physician. 

7. PRECAUTIONARY INFORMATION 

EYE PROTECTION: 
Avoid eye contact. Wear vented goggles. 

SKIN PROTECTION: 
Avoid skin contact. Wear appropriate gloves when handling this material. A pair of gloves made from the following material(s) are 
recommended: butyl rubber. Use one or more of the following 
personal protection items as necessary to prevent skin contact: head 
covering, coveralls. Protective garments (other than gloves) should 
be made of either of the following materials: polyethylene /polyvinylidene chloride (Sarawak) 
Coverall made of Tyvek(r). Wear rubber boots when cleaning up spills. RECOMMENDED VENTILATION: Use with appropriate local exhaust ventilation. Provide sufficient 
ventilation to maintain emissions below recommended exposure limits. 
It exhaust ventilation is not adequate, use appropriate respiratory 
protection. 

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: Avoid breathing of vapors, mists or spray. Avoid breathing of 
airborne material. Select one of the following NIOSH approved 
respirators based on airborne concentration of contaminants and in 
accordance with OSHA regulations: full -face high -efficiency filter 
respirator, full -face supplied air respirator. PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTAL INGESTION: Do not eat, drink or smoke when using this product. Wash exposed 
areas thoroughly with soap and water. Wash hands after handling and 

before eating. 

RECOMMENDED STORAGE: Do not store containers on their sides. Store at room temperature. 
Keep container closed when not in use. 

Abbreviations: N/D - Not Determined N/A - Not Applicable 
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7. PRECAUTIONARY INFORMATION (continued) 

FIRE AND EXPLOSION AVOIDANCE: Keep container tightly closed. No smoking while handling this material. 

HMIS HAZARD RATINGS: HEALTH: 2 FLAMMABILITY: 1 REACTIVITY: 0 PERSONAL PROTECTION: X (See precautions, section 74) 

INGREDIENT 
EXPOSURE LIMITS 

VALUE UNIT TYPE AUTH SKIN* WATER 
NONE NONE NONE NONE AMMONIUM PERFLUOROOCTANOATE 0`.01 MG/M3 TWA ACGIH Y 

AMMONIUM PERFLUOROHEPTANOATE 0.1 MG/E TWA 3M Y 
AMMONIUM PERFLUOROHEXANOATE 0.1 MG/M3 TWA 3M Y 
AMMONIUM PERFLUOROPENTANOATE 0.1 MG/M3 TWA 3M Y * SKIN NOTATION: Listed substances indicated With 'Y' under SKIN rater to 
the potential contribution to the overall exposure by the cutaneous route 
including mucous membrane and eye, either by airborne or, more particularly, 
by direct contact with the substance. vehicles can alter skin absorption. SOURCE OF EXPOSURE LIMIT DATA: - AcGIH: American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists 
- 3M: 3M Recommended Exposure Guidelines - NONE: None Established 

8. HEALTH HAZARD DATA 

EYE CONTACT: 
No toxicity data for the solution. Ammonium perfluoroalicyl carboxylate can be irritating to the eye and may cause eye injury 
from airborne exposure. 

SKIN CONTACT: 
may be absorbed through the skin and persist in the body for an 
extended tine. 

No toxicity data for the solution. Ammonium perfivaroalkyl carboxylate is slightly toxic when absorbed through the skin; it is 
non -irritating to the skin. 

INHALATION: 
May be absorbed by inhalation and persist in the body for an extended 
time. 

No toxicity data for the solution. Ammonium y carboxylate may cause respiratory 
irritation n from inhalation; abbreviations: N/D - Not Determined N/A - Not Applicable 
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8. HEALTH HAZARD DATA (continued) 

can be considered ioderately toxic by inhalation on a single exposure; a median lethal concentration for a 4 -hour exposure in the albino rat 
is 980 milligrams per cubic meter. Repeated inhalation exposure produced liver changes and elevated blood organofluoride levels in rats. 

IF SWALLOWED: 
Ingestion is not a likely route of exposure to this product. No toxicity data for the solution Ammonium perfluoroalkyl carboxylate is considered moderately toxic from a single oral exposure; acute oral LD50 (rat) is 540 mg. per kg. of body weight. CANCER: 
A mixture of ammonium perfluorooctanoate, ammonium perfluoroheptanoate, ammonium perfluoropentanoate and ammonium perfluorohexanoate, that was 93 to 97% AMMONIUM PERFLUOROOCTANOATE 
(3825 -26 -1) was fed to albino rats for 2 years, no compound induced carcinogenicity was found in the study. There were statistically significant compound related benign testicular -tumors. In a second 
two -year study there were statistically significant compound related 
benign tumors in the liver, pancreas, and testis when compared to ad 
libitum and pair -fed controls. Based on the currant knowledge, these 
findings have no human health implications. (1983 and 1993 studies 
conducted jointly by 3M and DuPont). 

MUTAGEHICITY: 
Ammonium perfluoroalkyl carboxylate was not mutagenic in invitro 
mutagenicity assays. Did not cause cell transformation in a mammalian 
cell transformation assay. 

REPRODUCTIVE /DEVELOPMENTAL TOXINS: Ammonium perfluoroalkyl carboxylate was not teratogenic in rabbits by 
oral administration and was not teratogenic to rats by gavage and 
inhalation exposures. 

SECTION CHANGE DATES 

HEADING 
,SECTION CHANGED SINCE May 20, 1996 ISSUE 

tbbreviations: H/D - Not Determined N/A - Not Applicable 
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The information in this Material Safety Data.Sheet (MSDS) is believed to 
be correct as of the date issued. 3M MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR 
IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF 
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR COURSE OF 
PERFORMANCE OR USAGE Or TRADE. User is responsible for determining 
whether the 3M product is fit for a particular purpose and suitable for 
user's method of use or application. Given the variety of factors that 
can affect the use and application of a 3M product, some of which are 
uniquely within the user's knowledge and control, it is essential that 
the user evaluate the 3M product to determine whether it is fit for a 
particular purpose and suitable for user's method of use or application. 

3M provides information in electronic form as a service to its customers. 
Due to the remote possibility that electronic transfer may have resulted 
in errors, omissions or alterations in this information, 3M makes no 
representations as to its completeness or accuracy. In addition, 
information obtained from a database may not be as current as the 
information in the MSDS available directly from 3M. 





Nlixing Procedures

Title: Dispersion Mix 1030 (1.200 SG PFA Ludox)

Ingrcdierts:

Mis Number 1030

1.0

2.0

Insredient Full lVlix
2.r HS - 30 Ludox 700 rnl
2.2 1.200 PFA Diflrersion 1732 ß1
2,3 FC-f43 mix (orFC - ll8) 100 trrl
2.4 Distilled Vy'ater 832 ml

3.0 lvli,xingProcedrue
3.1 In 1000 rrl graduated cylinder measure out I LINK V/ord.Docunrent.S

'\\\\TPNTI\\USERS\\eng\\torn\\IPD coating stulilCopy of IPD mixes\\ìv'IlX1030(l.doc" OLE_LINI(18 \a \h I of
I LINK Word.Documcnt. S "\\\\TPNT I \\USER S\\eng\\tom\\IPD coating stuff\\Copy of IPD
rnixes\\MlX1030C.doc" OLE_LINK3 \a \h I (from I LINK Word-Document.S
'\\\\TPNTl\\USERS\\eng\\tom\IPD coating stuf{\\Copy of IPD mixes\\lV[Xl030C.doc" OLE LINK:I \a \h ])

and pour into a clean container
3.2 In 1000 ml graduatecl cylinder measure otü [ LINK Wotd.Document.S

'\\\TPNT1\\USERS\\cng\\tom\IPD coating stuff\\Copy of IPD rnixes\WIlXl030C.doc"
OLF LINK5 \a \h I of I LINK Word.Docurnent.S '\\\\TPNTI\USERS\\eng\\Iom\IPD coating
stuff\\Copv of IPD mixes\MlX1030C.doc" OLE_LINK7 \a \h I (from I LINK Vy'ord.Document.8
'\\\\TPNTI\\USERS\\eng\\tom\\IPD coating stutll\Copv of IPD mises\MIX1030C.doc"
OLEJINK6 \a \hl).

3.3 With miúng. add to tlre I LINK Word.Document.S "\\\\TPNTI\\USERS\\eng\\IomNPD coating
stuff\\Copy of IPD rnìxcs\\lvllXl030C.doc" OLE_LINK3 \a \h I (from I LINI( Word.Documcnt.S
"\\\\TPNTl\\USERS\\eng\\tom\IPD coating stuff\\Copy of IPD mixes\\lvllXl030C.doc" OLE_LINK19 \a \h I

3.4 In 1000 ml graduated c.vlinder measure out I LINK Word.Docurnent.S
'\\\TPNTl\\USERS\\eng\\tom\\IPD coating stuff\\Copy of IPD mires\\lvllXl030C.doc" OLE_LINK20 \a \h I of
I LINK lVord.Document.S "\\\\TPNTI\USERS\cng\Ion\\IPD coating stufl\Copy of IPD
mixes\\lv{IX1030C.doc" OLE_LINK21 \a \h I (from I LINK Word.Docunent.S
"\\\\TPNTI\\USERS\\eng\\torn\IPD coating stuff\\Copy of IPD mixes\\lVlX l030Ç.doc" OLE_LIN{<22 \a \h l).

3.5 With mixing^ add to the I LINK Word.Docunrent.S "\\\\TPNTI\\USERS\\eng\\Iom\\IPD coating
stuff\\Copy of IPD mixes\WIX1030C.doc" OLE_LINK3 \a \h I and I LINK Word.Docurnent.S.
"\\\\TPNTl\\USERS\\eng\\tom\\IPD coâting stum\Copy of IPD r'¡rixes\\lvllXl030C.doc" OLE_LINK7 \a \h I mix
(frorn I LINK Word.Document.S '\\\\TPNTI\\USERS\\eng\\tonr\\lPD coating stufl\\Copy of IPD
mixes\\ìvllXl030C.doc" OLE_LINK23 \a \li I).

3.6 In 1000 ml graduated c,vlinder measre out I LINK Word.Documenl.S
'\\\\TPNTI\\USERS\\eng\\ton\IPD coating stuff\\Copy of IPD mixcsÏrlvllXl030C.doc" OLE LINK2.l \a \h I of
I LINK Word.Docrunent.S "\\\\TPNTl\\USERS\\eng\\tonù\lPD coating stufÏ\\Copy of IPD
mixes\\MlX l030C.doc" OLE_LINK25 \a \h I (frorn I LiMi Word.Docrunent.S
"\\\TPNTI\\USERS\\eng\\Ion\IPD coatng stuff\\Copy of IPD mixes\\lvllX1030C.doc" OLE LINK26 \a \h l).

With miring, add to thc I LINK Word.Documerit.8 "\\\\TPNTI\\USERS\\eng\\tom\\IPD coating
stuff\\Copy of IPD mixes\\MlX1030C.doc" OLE_LINK3 \a \h l. I LINK Word.Document.S
-\\\\TPNTl\\USERS\\eng\\tom\\IPD coatingstrfn\Cop-v of IPD mixes\\Mlxl030c.doc" OLE_LINK7
\a \h l, and ILINK Word.Document.S '\\\\TPNT1\\USERS\\eng\\tom\\IPD coating sfLrffl\Cop-v of IPD
mixes\\lv{IXl030C.doc" OLE LINK2l \a \h I utix (from I LTNK Word.Doflrneilt.8
.\\TPNTl\\USERS\\eng\\tom\IPD coating stufi\\Copy of IPD nrixes\\Lflxl030c.doc" OLE LINK27
\¿ \h l) and let rnix for l5 - 30 minutes.

4.0 Labeling the Mix

Ef' la1
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4.1 Exarnple LX - A0l - I4.i.1 LX: Ludox
4.1.2 A : lvlonth(A: Jamiary, B =FcbruaÐ', C = lvlarch. ...)
+.1.3 I = SequentialMi-rNurnberlvithineachmonth

Adjustmer¡ts
5.i Ifany questions arise at all, contâct Engineering.
5.2 Shelf Lil'e of tlrc nrix is 3 davs.

6.0 Acceptance of this Procedure

Engineering: Date Production

Rev. B - Reviewing Corntructions -912410L
Rev. C - Second review of Mir procedrue - 11130/OL

5.0

Date:

Rev C
1l/30/01
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Attachment F. 
1981 FC-143 Material Safety Data Sheet 









 
Attachment G. 

Table 6. Formulation Analytical Results



 



 



 







 



 


